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Column Subtraction 
 
Starter- Using your whiteboard, put the following 
numbers into the place value chart 
 
 

Today we are going to be focusing on subtraction 
of 2 and 3 digits that do not need regrouping (Do 
not need to carry over) 
 
You watched parts of this video clip last week, 
please start from 3 mins and 51 secs  
 
https://player.vimeo.com/video/464966035  
  
 
Please use your whiteboard and answer the 
questions in the video 
 
We do not have the worksheet suggested on the 
video clip, instead can you complete the following 
questions on your whiteboard or on a piece of 
paper. Remember to ask an adult to check your 
answers 
 
 

 
 
Understanding- Find the answers to the 
calculations below. What pattern do you see here? 
Write a sentence explaining what you see 
 

  
 
 

Writing – Online session 11am 
 
In Chapter two, a boy named Hogarth sees the Iron 
Man.   
 
How does he feel having seen him? What are his 
emotions? 
 
I would like you to write as if you were Hogarth, 
explaining what you saw that evening.  
 
You need to 
 

 Use the first person (you are pretending 
you are Hogarth so you will use words 
such as I, my, me. E.g ‘I was packing up my 
fishing gear when suddenly I saw…..) 

 Explain how you are feeling (I trembled 
with fear when I saw the dark shadow 
looming) 

 Explain what you are thinking (I knew I had 
to make my way home as quickly as 
possible) 

 Think about your sentence structure, what 
sort of describing words could you use? 
Have you punctuated your sentences? 

 Read through your work, does it make 
sense? Ask an adult to read over it. Are 
there any spelling mistakes you need to 
correct? 

 
 
This lesson will be online and explained in more 
detail. You will also be shown an example of the 
writing I would like to see. 

https://player.vimeo.com/video/464966035
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 Column Subtraction with regrouping – Online 
session 2pm 
 
Starter 
 

 
 
Yesterday we focused on subtraction with 2 and 3 
digits, today we are still doing this, but we are also 
regrouping. 
 
A reminder of regrouping can be found on the link 
below. Stop watching at 1min 47 secs 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=egjDLFX9VHg  
 
 
Now complete these questions 
 
You can watch this clip to help you. Stop the clip at 
4 mins 32 secs 
 
https://vimeo.com/466609834  
 
 

 
 
Fill in the missing numbers to make these 
calculations correct. Remember you might need to 
use your inverse skills to help here. (Inverse is 
where we do the opposite operation to check we 
have the correct answer) 
 
Watch this clip to help you. Start at 6 mins 35 secs. 
https://vimeo.com/461795311   
 
 

  
  

Comprehension 
 
Watch the Jackanory Story Crazy Camelot Capers  
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zvmw2hv  
 
What do you notice about how the story is recited? 
 
King Arthur wishes to send his best three Knights 
on a quest for the Holy Grail.   
 
Draw a picture of the Holy Grail followed by a 
description. Use words from the story to help you. 
 
 
In your Ks2 English Comprehension Year 3 (book 
5) complete pages 18-19 
 
If you have the KS1 English Comprehension Year 2 
(book 5) complete page 11.  
 
If you have a copy of both books, parents please 
see which one is better suited to your child’s 
ability.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=egjDLFX9VHg
https://vimeo.com/466609834
https://vimeo.com/461795311
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zvmw2hv
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Subtraction 
 
Starter- Use these digits to make the biggest 
number you can. What order should put them in? 
Why?  What is the smallest number you can make?    
 
                     7     9     2 
 
Recall the learning we have done so far this week 
 

 
 
 
Understanding:  
Below Mo uses a different method to subtract. If 
you look back at the video clip from yesterday, it 
might help you remember this method.  
 
 

   

 
Use Mo’s method to calculate  
 
565-154         565-145        565-165 
 
Can you complete the following questions using 
this model? You may want to draw it on your 
whiteboard or find objects at home that could 
represent each counter? 
 

 
 
 

Spellings and Handwriting 
 
How did you get on with last week’s spellings? Ask 
an adult at home to test you.  
 
Which words from last week do you need to go 
over again? 
 
Group 1 spellings: 
gold, hold, told, every, great, break, steak 
 
Group 2 spellings: 
Continue, arrive, women, describe, height, 
disappear 
 
Have a look at the words in group one first, if you 
know them move onto group 2. If you do not know 
them, learn the group 1 words only.  
 
Please go over your spellings each day. 
 
Remember to use these spellings as part of your 
handwriting, write each word joined up 5 times.  
 
Write a sentence for each word. Remember to 
keep looking over these spellings each day to help 
you learn them. Look, cover,write and check. 
 
Handwriting  
 
Some of you have the Y3 book, others have the 
Year 2 book. If you have both books, do the activity 
in the Year 3 book please.  
 
English Handwriting Year 3 (book 6) pg 10-11 
English Handwriting Year 2 (book 6) pg 4-5  
 
Reading for Pleasure 
 
I would like you to read for fun, it could be a book, 
a magazine, a comic or an e-book. Spend at least 
20 minutes reading just for pleasure. Enjoy! 
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Multiplications 
 
How have you been getting on with hit the button? 
Have you managed to beat your previous score? 
 
Last week you were asked to focus on the 2 x 
tables. This week you will be looking at 3 x tables. 
 
Write out the 3 x tables up to 12. Can you recite 
them without looking? 
  
Complete your multiplication booklet 2 (My Three 
Times tables Activity Booklet)  
 
 Complete this activity online  
 
https://www.timestables.co.uk/3-times-table.html 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Question Marks 
 
Watch the clip below to remind you when we use 
question marks. 
 
How to use question marks - BBC Bitesize  
 
Complete the activities online. 
 
In your KS2 English Grammar, Punctuation and 
Spelling ( book 4) Complete pg 40 and 41 
 
If you have the KS1 English Grammar, Punctuation 
and Spelling ( book 4) Complete pg 19 
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Perimeter 
 
A perimeter in the distance around an object. 
Watch this clip below to help you understand 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mopAgqjkV
M 
 
Now that you know what a perimeter is, are there 
any objects at home that you could measure the 
perimeter of? 
 
 
In your Ks2 Targeted Maths Year 3 Book (book 3) 
complete pages 40 and 41 
 

 Confusing Words ‘ay’ 
 
You will remember from the infants that the ay 
sound can be spelt in different ways ai, ay a_e. 
 
You will also remember the sh sound from the 
infants which can also be spelt in different ways sh, 
s and ch.   
 
Have a go at this wordsearch, did you find all the 
ch words? 
 
https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/games-
105.htm 
 
If you think you can spell the words in the 
wordsearch, have a go at this game. 
 
https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/games-
105.htm   
 
In your KS2 English Grammar, Punctuation and 
Spelling ( book 4) Complete pg 87 and 88 
 
  
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.timestables.co.uk/3-times-table.html
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z8x6cj6/articles/zcm3qhv
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mopAgqjkVM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mopAgqjkVM
https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/games-105.htm
https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/games-105.htm
https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/games-105.htm
https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/games-105.htm


Daily Maths: Remember to practise your multiplications and number 

bonds every single day. Games for both can be found using the 

following link  

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button 

   

 

Other things to do: 

 

RE 

Last week we looked at choices. This week we are going to looking at a parable which is about someone not making 

the right choice.  

Do you remember what a parable is? It is a story with an important message. 

 

Click on the link below to hear the Parable of the Prodigal Son. Start the clip at 5mins 31 secs. 

The Prodigal Son - Beginner's Bible - YouTube 

Answer these questions: 

What choices did the son made? 

How did his choice affect his father and brother? 

Why did the son soon realise? 

What did the father do when his son came back? 

What does the parable teach us? 

 

Music  

Pulse and Rhythm  

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/understanding-pulse-and-rhythm-chj3cr?activity=video&step=1  

  
  
Science 

Watch the video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ws_D5nXOAJg  

It shows the life cycle of a ladybird using a special film called time lapse. 

Now watch this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OWHegREkHjM  

You can pause this clip and draw 2 life cycles of an insect: 

1. Incomplete metamorphosis 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W-FH62O_9sI
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/understanding-pulse-and-rhythm-chj3cr?activity=video&step=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ws_D5nXOAJg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OWHegREkHjM


2. Complete metamorphosis 

What does metamorphosis mean? 

Learn how to spell it meta-mor-pho-sis. 

 

 

Computing 

Go to BGFL 

Find your power point on the water cycle. 

Can you finish it? 

Geography  

In your Rivers Study Book read pages 6-7. In the Activity Book complete pages 6-7.  

 

You can also watch this clip to help you 

Why Do Rivers Curve? - YouTube    

 

Spanish 

Watch this clip to help you with the vocabulary. You do not need to watch the whole clip, just until the say the 

number 20 in Spanish.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fOYTqDHopA 

Continuing with numbers, complete page 8 in your Spanish book.  

PSHE 

We all face challenges in our life and we have to find a way to over come them and do our best. I want you to look at 
some pictures and decide which person is facing the hardest challenge. 

Load BGFL. 

On your Launch page, find the tile called Shared files and click it. 

Inside you will find a folder called Year 3. Click it. 

Inside you will see a document. Click it. 

In the top corner of the document you will see EDIT. Click it. 

Follow the instructions on the document. 

When you have finished click save, name the document and save. 

I will be able to see your work so I look forward to having a look. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8a3r-cG8Wic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fOYTqDHopA


 

 

 

 

 


